SOUVENIR ALBUM 2012

4th edition of the

FESTIVAL CINÉ ALTER'NATIF
from October 4th to 13th
in Paris, Yvoire, Chambéry, Nantes and Bouguenais

First European festival
of fictional and documentary films
directed solely by Native Americans

delaplumealecran@yahoo.com
Sophie Gergaud (présidente du festival) : 06 61 31 45 83
Cécile Vaillant (chargée de communication) : 06 61 35 98 17

p

Over 1050 spectators
p A program spread over 9 days
p 5 towns and 9 venues for the screenings and encounters
p 15 showings of films followed by Q&A
p 2 university round tables
p 15 previously unscreened films, some subtitled by
De la Plume à l'Écran
p 4 Native American guests (Quebec, USA, and Mexico)
p 4 screenings with sign-language interpreters
p A get-together concert evening

In France more and more film festivals program works of fiction or documentaries featuring native issues. Yet no festival has been
devoted exclusively to the screening of films
made by and for the Native Americans.
Nonetheless these films, varied and numerous, exist.
The Festival Ciné Alter'Natif at last brings
them to French audiences.

1- Tracy Rector and Solomon Calvert-Adera (Seminole/Chocktaw, Seattle USA)
2- Nathalie Berger of the Chambéry group of Amnesty International members
3- Cécile Vaillant and Sophie Gergaud, co-organizers of the Festival with the Mixe film director, Carlos
Perez Rojas
4-Ernest Webb (Cri), Canada and Sophie Gergaud
5-Robert Tate, United-States consul and Eva Prevost, cultural attaché
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THE 2012 FESTIVAL
IN A NUTSHELL

AN ARTISTIC SHOWCASE
UNIQUE IN FRANCE
AND IN EUROPE
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REEL INJUN AT LAST ON DVD ...
AND EXCLUSIVELY AT DE LA PLUME À L'ÉCRAN!
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Screened in its entirety for the first time in France during the 2011 Festival
Ciné'Alter'Natif, Reel Injun was given pride of place again this year in order to
celebrate, at the opening and the conclusion of the festival, the French launching of the DVD, of which De la Plume à l'Écran has exclusive distribution rights.

Ernest Webb (Cri-Quebec), producer of the film and co-founder of Rezolution Pictures, opened the festival at the Canadian Cultural Center
to a packed audience.
A big vote of thanks to the whole team at the Canadian Cultural
Center for their warm welcome and their support with special thanks
to Simone Suchet, Jean-Baptiste Lebescam and Christophe Lebrun.
Our thanks also to the Bouaye Media Library and to the Le Beaulieu
Cinema in Bouguenais for its superb closing session.

A UNIQUE THEME : WATER
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Water, spiritual and mystical, treasure of creation, an ever-present passionate issue and inspiration.....And yet, water often polluted, sullied, stolen....
The right to water, very essence of life to native peoples, is insufficiently recognized and upheld at national and international level.
It therefore seemed of primordial importance to us to pay homage to this essential natural resource through a selection of around twenty films
entirely devoted to it. The Festival Ciné'Alter'Natif wished in this way to celebrate, make known and preserve the priviledged relationship existing
between the Native Americans and their sources of water-- the rivers , the oceans, while at the same time highlighting the harmful impact of their overexploitation on various aspects of their daily life.

NANTES SEATTLE :
WHEN TWINNING RHYMES
WITH SHARING
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Thanks to the support of the Direction Attractivité Internationale of Nantes Métropole, within the framework of the twinning of Nantes and Seattle, we were
able to welcome Tracy Rector, co-founder and executive director of Longhouse Media. She was thus
able to share with us her rich experience as native
(Semonole/Choctaw) film producer and coordinator of video workshops for young Native Americans
drawn from the four corners of the Unites States as
part of the "Native Lens" programme which has
been held in Seattle for the last five years.
Thanks to a partnership between Native American
Public Telecommunications (NAPT), and PBS Tracy
came accompanied by her son, Solomon CalvertAdera, (Seminole/Choctaw). This young, (elevenyear-old), film director and actor delighted French
audiences as much by his very natural disposition,
his pleasure in sharing his culture and his plans
for the future as by his linguistic skills (Solomon is
bilingual in French!).

From left to right:
- The Festival team with Robert Tate, United States
consul, and Eva Prevost, cultural attaché, at
"La Cigale", a very famous restaurant in Nantes
- Tracy Rector and Solomon Calvert-Adera
- Karine Daniel, vice-president of Nantes Metropole in charge of International relations

d e l a p l u m e a l e c r a n @ y a h o o . c o m - S o p h i e G e r g a u d ( p r é s i d e n t e d u f e s t i v a l ) : 0 6 6 1 3 1 4 5 8 3 - C é c i l e Va i l l a n t ( c h a r g é e d e c o m m u n i c a t i o n ) : 0 6 6 1 3 5 9 8 1 7
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A NATIONWIDE IMPACT
Nantes, Bouguenais, Bouaye, Paris, Yvoire,
Chambéry... the team of the 2012 Festival Ciné
Alter'Natif took to the road for ten days at the
request of associations, towns and villages that
had invited us! This real tour to meet French audiences was an unforgettable experience for the
Native American filmmakers, who were absolutely delighted to be given such a warm welcome each time and who were so happy to
share their films, their culture and their experiences with others!
More than 1,050 people... full houses... lots of
curious, intrigued, impassioned questions... the
French filmgoers' interest in Native American
films is indeed no longer in doubt. This year,
more than ever, the Festival Ciné Alter'Natif
stood out as the key annual event devoted to
native filmmaking over the whole American
continent, in all its diversity.
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THE YOUTH PRIZE
OF THE NANTES COUNCIL
Thanks to the financial backing of the Youth Department of Nantes City Council the Festival Ciné Alter'Natif awarded the Youth Prize, for the fourth
consecutive year.
A great novelty this year: two prizes were in fact
awarded !
The « Junior High School » prize was awarded by 167
4th year pupils of the Petite-Lande School in Rezé,
thanks notably to Stéphane Athimon who acted as coordinator.
The « Senior High School » prize was awarded by
some twenty pupils of the Alcide d'Orbigny High
School in Bouaye, thanks to the enthusiastic support of
their teachers, Renaud Avez and Simone Péruchon.
The second novelty of the 2012 Festival Ciné Alter'Natif: the Short Film category was not confined this
year to the Wapikoni Mobile films... Indeed, as regards the special issue of Water, we extended the selection of competing films to the whole American
continent.
But, once more, the Wapikoni Mobile was able to
prove the full range of its talents: it was a film from
this undoubtedly unique group that met with the approval of junior as well as senior high school students.
Both Youth Prizes (Junior and Senior) were thus
awarded to the film The one who loved water by Délia
Gunn, Sonia Brazeau, Frank Penosway, Bradley
Brazeau and Gracy Brazeau.

The presence and encouragement of Abbassia Hakem, representing
the Youth service, made us realize how much this sort of festival is
important for fostering more intercultural exchanges, a greater
understanding of other cultures, but also for giving young people the
desire and the ability to share each others' vision of the world that
surrounds them.

THE SPECIAL ROUND TABLES
« WATER AND NATIVES »
(« EAUtochtones »)
In addition to the screenings, two round-tables enabled people to explore more deeply
the challenges Native American communities
are today confronted with in their interactions
with the rivers and oceans of the continent.
Experts, ethnologists and researchers as well
as representatives of associations, brought
their contribution to the discussion launched
by the festival's guest native filmmakers.
Thanks for their top-quality contributions to:
-Irène Bellier, Head Researcher at the CNRSIIAC/LAIOS, Head of the Laboratory specializing in the Anthropology of Institutions and
Social Organizations (EHESS) and in charge
of scientific issues (SOGIP)
-Patrick Kulesza, Director of the GITPA
-Rodrigue Olavarria, Programme Director at
the France-Libertés Foundation
-Jean-Pierre Havard, President of the French
Guyana Solidarity association
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THE PARTNERS
Partner associations and organizations
- Cinéma Le Concorde http://www.leconcorde.fr/
- Cinéma La Clef http://www.cinemalaclef.fr/
- La Bibliothèque municipale d'Yvoire
- Longhouse media http://www.longhousemedia.org
- Wapikoni Mobile (Canada) http://wapikoni.tv/
- Rezolution Pictures (Canada) http://www.rezolutionpictures.com
- Native Networks http://nativenetworks.si.edu
- Association Nantes-Seattle http://www.seattle-nantes.org
- Amnesty International local groups of Nantes and Chambéry
Communication Partners
- Revue Altermondes http://altermondes.org/
- Pulsomatic http://www.pulsomatic.com/
- Jet FM http://www.jetfm.asso.fr/site/
- Prun’ http://www.prun.net/
- SUN http://www.lesonunique.com
- Radio Alizé http://www.radioalizeweb.com
- Radio Zinzine http://www.zinzine.domainepublic.net/index2.php
- Maison des Citoyens du Monde http://www.mcm44.org/
- Tourist Information Center of Yvoire: http://www.yvoiretourism.com/index.html
Thanks to : Sylvain Clochard, Raphaël Vion, Simone Suchet, Karine Daniel, Christine Renard, Laurent Guinel-Justôme, le Rectorat de Nantes,
Elisabeth Weatherford (Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian / Film and Video center de New York), Grigri Blue et Autres Rives
Produxions, Anne Killan-Deligne, Arthur Mahéo, Catherine Billaud, Christian Véron, Stéphane Athimon, Renaud Avez, Nathalie Berger, all our
volunteers who helped us out during the festival, and also the young members of the Youth Prize jury.
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With the financial backing of:
- City of Nantes http://www.nantes.fr/mairie
- Canadian Cultural Center http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/
- GITPA http://www.gitpa.org
- Un Monde Par Tous Foundation
- City of Bouaye - public library://www.mairie-bouaye.fr/Culture-loisirs-sport/Bibliotheque
And let's give a cheer to our generous donor!
The GITPA
The International Working Group for Native Peoples was created in 2003. An institutional member of the IWGIA (www.iwgia.org ), composed of researchers, activists, students and anyone interested in the issues of native peoples, the GITPA is more particularly destined to develop the
relations between native organizations and the French-speaking public.
The « Un Monde par Tous » (« A world made by everyone ») foundation
Encouraging individual participation in the construction of the world, it backs actions for the defense of human rights and for the development of a lasting and supportive peace culture. With
an international vocation, it is particularly active in situations of conflict.
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THE LOCAL AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL GROUPS

Our team is really delighted to have had the renewed opportunity of sharing this 2012 edition of the festival with local Amnesty International groups
and thus to contribute to the diffusion of information and petitions in favor of different campaigns for the defense of human rights.
Thonon, Nantes, Chambéry... A real partnership has been established with these local Amnesty groups whose dynamism and dedication greatly contributed to the success of the screenings and also to the particularly warm atmosphere of the whole festival. The volunteers were there to put up
Native American guests and festival contributors, which represented an invaluable help for our association that has such modest financial means...

A huge thank you to the association Y'voir & Lire !
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THE VOLUNTEERS
The volunteers are the mainstay of our association. Without the team of volunteers
putting a lot of effort all year long into
preparing, programming and searching
for financial backing, the Alter'Native Film
Festival wouldn't exist.
But it is also thanks to all the volunteers
who join us when the screenings are
going full swing that the festival is a success each year! It rests entirely on their
generosity, their commitment and their
energy.
Emilie, Adrian, Linda, Emmanuelle,
Jacques, Bruno, Tiphaine, Sylvia, Véro,
Catherine, Loulou and Babeth, Thierry
and Danielle, Matilda and Coline, Mado,
Vince and Vanessa, Sabine, Adonis,
Lancelot, Christine and Théo, MarieOdile... and of course Nathalie, Jeanine,
Françoise and the volunteers of « Y’voir
& Lire ».
A very big thank you to all of you !
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A CONFIRMATION OF THE ACCESSIBILITY
TO DEAF AND HEARING-IMPAIRED PEOPLE
Thanks to a subsidy from the « Un Monde par Tous » Foundation, we
were able to engage professional French sign-language interpreters.
Four screening sessions, in Nantes and Paris, were thus made accessible to deaf and hearing-impaired people. Once more, this year, the
interaction between the deaf in the audience and the Native American guests as well as between the deaf and hearing spectators was
warm and moving. It confirms us in our choice not to screen separate
screening sessions for deaf people as in our resolve to renew the
experience each year.

A SUPPORT EVENT,
WITH MUSIC AND GOOD CHEER
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Olivier Leray, aka Grigri Blue, is an author, composer, singer, guitar
and harmonica player. A lover of blues and the French language, he
has been performing for over ten years, inviting people to share his
very personal musical expression, a blending of blues, folk music and
so much more.
Nantes, 2010. Grigri Blue comes to visit our exhibition « Lakota Land,
Land of Survival » at the Floresca Guépin multimedia library and slips
two CDs into the visitors' book for us. First contact. Then, very soon, we
discover his music, which is so disturbingly authentic and touching.
And it becomes obvious to us that one day we'll arrange something together. This was achieved in the closing event of the Festival Ciné Alter'Natif, a light-hearted musical get-together to the rhythm of his haunting
voice, with its impassioned warmth so much in tune with the whole atmosphere of the evening. Each year after so many fascinating encounters, so much sharing of ideas and experiences and all the words of
encouragement, we come away from the culminating final event feeling we must keep it up, resolved to start all over again next year!
Learn more about Grigri Blue : http://www.grigri-blue.com

THE ASSOCIATION
DE LA PLUME A L'ECRAN
The Festival Ciné Alter'Natif is an event organized by De la Plume à l’Ecran, an association created in 2008 to combat the
stereotypes surrounding the native people
of the Americas, mostly through films and
the media.

The program of De la Plume à l’Ecran consists of:
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- Screenings of films and Q&A highlighting the problems of indigenous peoples (Native
Americans)
- Conferences about their history and/or the struggle of contemporary Native Americans on various issues
- We also intervene in schools (from nursery schools to secondary schools)
- Exhibitions of photos. Discover the exhibition “LAKOTA: from survival to survivance”
- The publication of “C@méridien”, the first French periodical, proposing every three months an analysis of the latest news on Native American film productions
- A resource center (films, books, reports on line)
- Advice and assistance for associations planning to organize film projections made by native Americans
- An important job of sub-titling films made by Native Americans, previously unreleased in France
The Festival Ciné Alter’Natif is amongst the main aims of the association : to permit the Native American cinematographic production to speak out for itself and the whole of the community.
It is entirely organized by a team of volunteers.

THE FESTIVAL IN THE MEDIA
- Trous Noirs Radio Libertaire: special 2-hour broadcast, 15/10/12
- Jet FM Deuxième Service: special one-hour broadcast, 11/10/12
- Agenda Fréquence Paris Plurielle 08/10/12
- Various broadcasts made by Radio Zinzine
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AN INTERNATIONAL ECHO
Thanks to the partnership between Longhouse Media and
NAPT (Native American Public Telecommunications), the
Festival Ciné Alter’Natif has received very favorable media
coverage across the Atlantic.
Lou Karsen, the project coordinator and coach of the SuperFly youth program from Longhouse Media in Seattle was
present during the whole of the festival and carried out various mini-reports for NAPT.
These broadcasts can be found on line
(in English only):
- Solomon Calvert-Adera au Festival Ciné Alter'Natif :
https://vimeo.com/54569409
- Ernest Webb :
https://vimeo.com/54569410

Created in 1977, NAPT is an information network , a nonprofit organization, which aims to promote the indigenous
media and better understanding and knowledge of the
Native American cultures through entertainment and audiovisual creations.
Different media ventures can be accessed on line such as
Radio AIROS (the American Indians Radio on Satellite),and
other radio broadcasts presented by “Native America
Calling”, the newspaper “The Vision Maker Newsletter and
videos. NAPT is mostly financed by PBS.
www.nativetelecom.org
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Photos : Adonis Romdhane (www.adonisromdhane.com),
Elise Masson, Emmanuelle Chiocca, Emilie Barteau, Françoise Puchalsky, Christine Prat et Theo Koppen, Lancelot Jamois, Bernard Vassener, Ernest Webb, Tracy Rector et Lou Karsen
Conception : Sophie Gergaud - Graphic design : Anne Killian-Deligne
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RENDEZ-VOUS IN 2013 FOR THE FIFTH TIME
Program:
More fiction films and documentaries
produced and directed by the Native Americans,
debates, discussions…

HOW ABOUT GETTING IN TOUCH WITH US?
delaplumealecran@yahoo.com
www.delaplumealecran.org
http://twitter.com/DeLaPlumelEcran
http://www.facebook.com/pages/DE-LA-PLUME-A-L%C3%89CRAN/181208497908

Sophie Gergaud (Présidente du Festival): 06 61 31 45 83
Cécile Vaillant (Chargée de Communication): 06 61 35 98 17

